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Retinotopic Map Refinement Requires
Spontaneous Retinal Waves during
a Brief Critical Period of Development
ners for higher-order processing to generate binocular
vision and stereopsis. Topographic maps generate a
representation of the visual world in the brain and are
critical for establishing high-acuity vision. Eye-specific
connections and topographic maps are reiterated multi-
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ple times in the brain, initially through the direct pro-2 Neurobiology Section
jections of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) to the dorsalDivision of Biological Sciences
thalamus and midbrain, and subsequently throughUniversity of California, San Diego
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tinotopic maps are organized such that the spatial ar-
rangement of the neurons of origin is reflected in the
order of their axon terminations, and thereby, neigh-Summary
boring neurons project their axons to neighboring parts
of the target to form a continuous map.During retinocollicular map development, spontane-
The developmental mechanisms that generate eye-ous waves of action potentials spread across the ret-
specific connections and retinotopic maps have beenina, correlating activity among neighboring retinal
studied intensively, and to date the findings have em-ganglion cells (RGCs). To address the role of retinal
phasized roles for distinct types of mechanisms. Eye-waves in topographic map development, we examined
specific connections require that RGC axons make awave dynamics and retinocollicular projections in
critical pathfinding decision at a midline choice point,mice lacking the 2 subunit of the nicotinic acetylcho-
resulting in the formation of the optic chiasm and theline receptor. 2/ mice lack waves during the first
proper sorting of RGC axons to the left and right sidespostnatal week, but RGCs have high levels of uncorre-
of the brain (Mason and Sretavan, 1997). Once the RGClated firing. By P8, the wild-type retinocollicular pro-
axons reach their targets, axons from the two eyes ini-jection remodels into a refined map characterized by
tially overlap, but gradually segregate into eye-specificaxons of neighboring RGCs forming focal termination
domains or layers (Godement et al., 1984). Numerouszones (TZs) of overlapping arbors. In contrast, in P8
studies have established that neural activity plays a piv-2/ mice, neighboring RGC axons form large TZs
otal role in the developmental segregation of RGC axonscharacterized by broadly distributed arbors. At P8, glu-
and higher-order visual projections into eye-specifictamatergic retinal waves appear in 2/ mice, and
patterns (Wiesel, 1982; Feller, 2002). Recent studieslater, visually patterned activity appears, but the dif-
have shown that the absence of retinal activity preventsfuse TZs fail to remodel. Thus, spontaneous retinal
the formation of eye-specific layers (Penn et al., 1998;waves that correlate RGC activity are required for reti-
Rossi et al., 2001; Huberman et al., 2002; Stellwagennotopic map remodeling during a brief early critical
and Shatz, 2002). However, controversy does exist overperiod.
whether or not correlated patterned activity that distin-
guishes RGC axons from the two eyes is the dominant
Introduction regulator of eye-specific segregation of axons within the
visual system. Increasing (Stellwagen and Shatz, 2002)
In the adult brain, neural systems exhibit a hierarchy of or decreasing (Penn et al., 1998) spontaneous activity
functional organization that reflects distinct arrange- in one retina relative to the other alters the normal pat-
ments of axonal connections. This organization is the tern of innervation, indicating that a competitive process
result of a developmental process during which axons is involved and that perhaps the spiking frequency of
make a series of pathfinding choices and undergo stere- RGCs is critical to eye-specific segregation of their ax-
otypic branching along their length to reach their targets, ons within the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN).
within which they establish orderly sets of synaptic con- However, Huberman et al. (2003) report that spontane-
nections (Burden et al., 2003). The visual system has ous RGC activity in general, rather than activity patterns
been a prominent model of both the functional organi- correlated between RGCs within an eye, is a dominant
zations of sensory systems and the mechanisms that parameter in eye-specific segregation. In addition, in-
control their development. Two distinct fundamental traocular injections of TTX do not fully arrest layer forma-
organizational features of axonal connections in the tion in the dLGN (Cook et al., 1999), which implies that
mammalian visual system are interdigitated regions of mechanisms in addition to action potentials may be in-
eye-specific connections and topographic maps (Reid, volved in segregation. In a higher-order visual projec-
2003). tion, Crowley and Katz (1999, 2000) suggest that molec-
Eye-specific connections are patterned in a manner ular tags may be key parameters controlling the
that keeps inputs from the two eyes segregated, segregation of geniculocortical axons into eye-specific
allowing them to be brought together in selective man- columns within the primary visual area, although again
this is a contested issue (Crair et al., 2001).
The projection from the retina to its major midbrain*Correspondence: mfeller@ucsd.edu (M.B.F.), doleary@salk.edu
target, the superior colliculus (SC) of mammals, or its(D.D.M.O.)
3 These authors contributed equally to this work. nonmammalian homolog, the optic tectum (OT), has
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been the predominant model system for development precise retinotopy in fish, but does not reveal the relative
of topographic axonal connections. The developing reti- importance of correlated versus uncorrelated RGC ac-
notectal projections in chicks and rodents early on lack tivity.
any significant degree of topographic order and exhibit A Hebbian-like, activity-based mechanism that has
similar mechanisms to generate a refined map, distinct been hypothesized to drive retinotopic refinement re-
from those in fish and amphibians (McLaughlin et al., quires that the firing of neighboring RGCs is strongly
2003a). Initially, in chicks and rodents, RGC axons sub- correlated and that the correlation in firing declines in
stantially overshoot their appropriate termination zones a distance-dependent manner; correlated RGC inputs
(TZs) along the anterior-posterior (A-P) axis of the OT/ are stabilized and noncorrelated RGC inputs are elimi-
SC. RGC axons from a given dorsal-ventral (D-V) loca- nated (Hebb, 1949; Stent, 1973; Butts, 2002; Debski and
tion also have a broad distribution along the lateral- Cline, 2002). Interestingly, though, much of the map re-
medial (L-M) tectal axis with a peak in axon density modeling in rodents during the first postnatal week oc-
centered around the L-M location of the future TZ (Naka- curs before photoreceptors are generated and synaptic
mura and O’Leary, 1989; Simon and O’Leary, 1992a, circuits connect them to RGCs, and the remodeling pro-
1992b, 1992c; Hindges et al., 2002). In rodents, these cess is essentially complete before the onset of visually
two features result in RGC axons originating from a small evoked activity (Wong, 1999; Tian and Copenhagen,
focal source in the retina covering most of the SC at 2003). However, during the first postnatal week in mice,
perinatal ages. Topographically appropriate connec- spontaneous waves of action potentials propagate
tions are established exclusively by branches that form across the retina and strongly correlate firing between
interstitially along the axon shaft with a bias for the A-P neighboring RGCs (Galli and Maffei, 1988; Meister et
location of their future TZ (Simon and O’Leary, 1992a; al., 1991; Wong et al., 1993; Wong, 1999). The roles of
Yates et al., 2001) and preferentially extend across the spontaneous correlated activity in the development of
L-M axis toward it (Nakamura and O’Leary, 1989; retinotopic maps have not been experimentally tested
Hindges et al., 2002; McLaughlin et al., 2003b). Refined in any species.
topography develops over the first postnatal week Here we directly test the requirement of retinal waves
through the preferential arborization of appropriately po- and correlated RGC activity in map remodeling using
sitioned branches and, perhaps more importantly, the mice deficient for the2 subunit of the neuronal nicotinic
large-scale elimination of ectopic branches and arbors acetylcholine receptor (nAChR) (2/ mice) (Xu et al.,
and the posterior portions of RGC axons that overshoot 1999). During the first postnatal week, retinal waves are
their TZ (Nakamura and O’Leary, 1989; Simon and mediated by a network of cholinergic amacrine cells
O’Leary, 1992a, 1992b; Yates et al., 2001). and RGCs (Feller, 2002). 2/ mice lack retinal waves
In contrast to the emphasis of neural activity in the during the first postnatal week (Bansal et al., 2000), coin-
development of eye-specific connections, the establish- cident with the large-scale remodeling of the initially
ment of retinotopic maps has focused more on the roles coarse retinocollicular projection into a topographically
of graded axon guidance molecules within the retina refined map (Simon and O’Leary, 1992a; Hindges et al.,
and its central targets. Recent studies have defined re- 2002). We show that even though2/mice lack coordi-
quirements for EphA receptors and ephrin-A ligands in nated waves of activity, the majority of individual RGCs
mapping the temporal-nasal (T-N) axis of the retina are active and exhibit a dramatically diminished neigh-
along the A-P axis of the OT/SC and EphB receptors bor correlation in activity patterns. Despite this main-
and ephrin-B ligands in mapping the D-V axis of the tained activity in RGCs, axons from neighboring RGCs
retina along the L-M axis of the OT/SC (McLaughlin et fail to form topographically appropriate TZs character-
al., 2003a). ized by dense overlapping arbors, but instead develop
During development, a coarse topographic projection a diffuse network of arbors covering an aberrantly broad
is initially formed and then undergoes a large-scale re-
expanse of the SC. Although retinal waves mediated by
modeling into a refined map over a period of a few days
an ionotropic glutamate receptor-based circuit appear
(McLaughlin et al., 2003a). By extrapolation from the
at postnatal day 8 (P8) in 2/ mice (Bansal et al., 2000)development of eye-specific connections, it has often
and visually evoked patterned activity (Rossi et al., 2001)been postulated that similar activity-dependent mecha-
emerges a few days later, the retinocollicular projectionnisms drive the refinement of topographic maps. How-
fails to develop a refined topographic map. These find-ever, only a handful of studies have actually addressed
ings demonstrate that the large-scale remodeling of thethe role of neural activity in map refinement; these stud-
mammalian retinocollicular projection that leads to theies have relied predominantly on pharmacological
development of a refined topographic map requires cor-blockade of retinally mediated activity in RGCs or in the
related RGC activity during an early brief critical periodtarget. In species in which the retinotopic map develops
covering the first postnatal week.by the direct topographic targeting of RGC axons and
their terminal arborization, such as amphibians and fish,
Resultspharmacological activity blockade typically has been
reported to have little effect on the establishment of
Mice Lacking the 2 Subunit of nAChR Havetopography (Harris, 1980, 1984; Stuermer et al., 1990;
Uncorrelated RGC ActivityO’Rourke et al., 1994; but see Schmidt et al., 2000;
Mice lacking the 2 subunit of the nAChR (Xu et al.,Gnuegge et al., 2001). However, zebrafish macho mu-
1999) lack nAChR-mediated retinal waves between P1tants, which lack action potentials in RGCs, do have
and P7, as assayed by fluorescence imaging of calciumenlarged TZs (Gnuegge et al., 2001). This latter study
indicates that activity per se is required to generate indicators (Bansal et al., 2000). These previous calcium
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fire tonically. By P10, after waves reappear in 2/ mice
(Bansal et al., 2000), the firing patterns are indistinguish-
able from wt (Figure 1 and Supplemental Movie S4).
The primary model for how retinal waves drive topo-
graphic refinement is that they ensure that the firing of
nearby RGCs is more correlated than the firing of distant
RGCs (Willshaw and von der Malsburg, 1976; Montague
et al., 1991; Butts, 2002). We therefore computed the
correlation index for all recorded pairs of neurons. The
correlation index is the factor by which the firing rate in
neuron B relative to each spike in neuron A is increased
above chance. At P4–P5, neighboring wt neurons are
more strongly correlated than distant ones (Figure 2A).
In 2/ retinas, the correlation index is lower than wt
at all separation distances. In addition, the correlation
index as a function of distance is constant in 2/
mice, indicating that the source of the small correlations
between neurons does not distinguish nearby neurons
from distant ones. At P10–P11 (Figure 2A), the correla-
tion index in 2/ mice is similar to wt, indicating strong
nearest neighbor correlations are restored.
Another feature of retinal waves is the firing rate of
the neurons during a burst. During retinal waves, wt
neurons attain high firing rates for a short period of time
and then are silent for long periods. To determine the
firing rate of individual neurons during the period when
they are bursting, we calculated the median interspike
interval (ISI) for each neuron. The median ISI is much
longer in P4–P5 2/ neurons (213.68  13.21 ms, n 
91 neurons) than in P4–P5 wt neurons (93.20 5.75 ms,
Figure 1. 2/ Retinas Have Altered Firing Patterns during the First n 46 neurons; t test, p 0.01) (Figure 2B, left), implying
Postnatal Week
that during bursts, wt neurons fired APs at a much higher
(A) Spike trains recorded with a multielectrode array (MEA) from
rate than 2/ neurons. In addition, the distribution offour representative neurons in a P4 wt retina and eight representative
median ISIs in P4–P5 wt is narrower than the distributionneurons in a P4 2/ retina. Note the varied activity patterns and
for P4–P5 2/, indicating that firing in wt is more ste-a lack of significant correlation between neurons in the 2/ retina
compared to the wt retina. reotyped across neurons. At P10–P11, a small but signif-
(B) Spike trains recorded with an MEA from four representative icant difference is evident in the average ISI between
neurons in a P10 wt retina and in a P10 2/ retina. Note that the wt (50.31 3.13 ms, n 95 neurons) and 2/ (70.29
activity patterns are similar between neurons and are well correlated 4.72 ms, n  87 neurons; t test, p  0.05). The range of
in both wt and 2/ retinas. Hexagons to the left of each spike
median ISIs in P10–P11 wt neurons and P10–P11 2/train show the position of the electrode on which that unit was
neurons is similar (Figure 2B, right).recorded (black circle) relative to the other represented units (gray
Though the firing patterns in 2/ retinas are differentcircles). The maximum extent of the array is 480 m.
than wt retinas, the overall level of activity of individual
neurons is similar. To compare overall activity levels,
imaging experiments analyzed the patterns of spontane- we computed the average firing rate, which is a measure
ous activity over large areas (hundreds of square mi- of the total number of action potentials fired divided by
crons) and long time scales (seconds). To determine the duration of the recording. The average firing rate is
whether individual retinal neurons in 2/ mice have actually higher in P42/ retinal neurons than wt (2/,
maintained firing in the absence of waves, we used a 34.10 3.91 spikes/min, n 91; wt, 23.65 1.33 spikes/
multielectrode array (MEA) to record spontaneous ac- min, n  46; t test, p  0.05) (Figure 2C). At P10–P11,
tion potentials (APs) from wild-type (wt) and 2/ mice. no difference is detected between the average firing
At P4 and P10, wt retinal neurons fire short bursts of rate in 2/ (32.85  4.74 spikes/min, n  87) and wt
APs that are correlated across retinal neurons (Figure neurons (34.65  2.74 spikes/min, n  95).
1; see also Supplemental Movies S1 and S3 at http:// One limitation of the MEA is that it does not detect
www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/40/6/1147/DC1) and neurons that are silent. To estimate the percentage of
fire very few APs between bursts. Similar activity pat- 2/RGCs that are spontaneously active, we used fluo-
terns have been reported in neonatal ferrets (Meister et rescence imaging of the calcium indicator fura-2AM as
al., 1991; Wong et al., 1993) and mice (Demas et al., an indirect measure of RGC depolarization (Figure 3).
2003). In contrast with wt, in P4 2/ mice, the correla- Bath application of fura-2AM reliably labels all neurons
tion in firing patterns between neighboring retinal neu- in the RGC layer of acutely isolated retinas from P4
rons is substantially reduced (Figure 1 and Supplemen- wt and 2/ mice (Figures 3A and 3C). In wt, calcium
tal Movie S2). Individual retinal neurons still fire in bursts, transients have a characteristic time course of a fast
but the temporal pattern of bursts differs across retinal decrease in fluorescence associated with the neuron’s
depolarization followed by a slower recovery (Figureneurons. A small percentage of 2/ retinal neurons
Neuron
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Figure 2. 2/ Neurons Have Increased Fir-
ing and Decreased Correlations during the
First Postnatal Week but Normal Activity in
the Second Week
(A) The correlation index plotted as a function
of distance between neuron pairs at P4–P5
and P10–P11 for wt and 2/ mice. The cor-
relation index decreases over distance for
neurons at both time points in wt mice and
for 2/ mice at P10–P11. However, the cor-
relation index does not vary with distance for
P4–P52/mice, indicating that nearby neu-
rons are no more or less correlated with each
other than with distant neurons.
(B) The median interspike interval (ISI) mea-
sured at P4–P5 and P10–P11 for both wt and
2/ mice. At P4–P5 there is a broad distri-
bution of median ISI for neurons in 2/
mice, compared to wt mice. However, at P10–
P11 the distributions in wt and 2/ mice
are indistinguishable.
(C) Summary of the total number of action
potentials recorded at P4–P5 and P10–P11
for wt and 2/ mice. At P4–P5 there is a
significant increase in the number of spikes
per minute in 2/ mice, compared to wt
mice. At P10–P11 the distributions of wt and
2/ mice are indistinguishable. Error bars
show SEM.
3B). In 2/ retina, the time course of the transients is al., 2002). At P1, the retinocollicular projection exhibits
little evidence of its mature topographic organization.significantly altered, consistent with the altered tempo-
ral structure of bursts of APs recorded with the MEA RGC axons extend posteriorly across the SC well be-
yond their future TZ in anterior SC and have a broad(Figure 3D).
To distinguish RGCs from displaced amacrine cells distribution that covers much of the L-M SC axis, with
a peak in axon density centered around the L-M location(which are estimated to be approximately 40% of the
neurons in the mouse RGC layer [Jeon et al., 1998]), of the future TZ (Figure 4A; Simon and O’Leary, 1992a,
1992b, 1992c; Hindges et al., 2002). Branches extendwe retrogradely labeled RGCs with latex microspheres
injected into the contralateral SC of P3 2/ mice. We from RGC axon shafts and their distribution has a mod-
est topographic bias along the A-P axis for their futurecomputed the fraction of retrogradely labeled neurons
at P4 that had spontaneous calcium transients and find TZ. At P4, branches near the site of the future TZ exhibit
a preferential arborization and the initial axon overshootthat over 60% of the RGCs labeled with microspheres
in 2/ mice exhibit calcium transients (Figures 3E and is substantially diminished. These complementary pro-
cesses result in a domain of increased branching and3F) (62% 10%, n  70 RGCs, 3 retinas). This percent-
age is an underestimate since the analysis is sensitive arborization centered on, but much larger than, the ap-
propriate TZ (Figure 4B). At P8, a focal, densely labeledonly to changes in intracellular calcium concentrations
due to changes in firing rate, thereby excluding tonically TZ is evident at the correct location, and essentially all
ectopic branches and arbors, as well as the posteriorfiring RGCs. This percentage is higher than that obtained
by measuring the fractional change in fluorescence from portions of the initially overshooting axons, have been
eliminated (Figure 4C). Thus, topographic order in theall neurons in the RGC layer (Figure 3F) (wt, 97%  1%,
n  443 neurons, 4 retinas; 2/, 31%  9%, n  813 mouse retinocollicular projection develops principally
over the first postnatal week and involves both a pro-neurons, 8 retinas; t test, p  0.01). Based on these
experiments, we estimate that in 2/ mice, more than gressive increase in topographic branching and arbori-
zation as well as a large-scale remodeling of the initially60% of RGCs and almost none of the displaced ama-
crine cells are spontaneously active. diffuse projection.
These findings indicate that the refinement of the reti-
notopic map in the SC is coincident with the time duringImpaired Topographic Map Refinement in the
which propagation of nAChR-mediated spontaneousDeveloping Retinocollicular Projection
retinal waves are observed. To assess the requirementin 2/ Mice
of the nAChR-mediated retinal waves in retinotopic mapIn wt mice, topographic organization of the retinocollicu-
refinement, we analyzed the topographic organizationlar projection gradually develops over the first postnatal
of the retinocollicular projection in 2/ mice at P7week. Figure 4 illustrates the primary features of wt
to P9, by which stage the retinotopic map in wt micemap development that progressively lead to retinotopic
resembles its mature form. We also analyzed the basicorganization, revealed in a set of cases with small focal
pathfinding of RGC axons and the structure and lamina-DiI injections of similar size and placement into temporal
retina (Simon and O’Leary, 1992a, 1992b; Hindges et tion of the SC. Both appear normal in 2/ mice (data
Retinotopic Mapping Requires Early Retinal Waves
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fined, by making a small injection of DiI into temporal
retina similar to those used in the cases illustrated in
Figure 4C. In wt mice, these injections revealed in every
case a small, focal, densely labeled TZ at the appropriate
topographic position (n  10; Figures 4C and 6A). In
contrast, in 2/ mice, a small, focal, densely labeled
TZ is not observed in any of the cases analyzed (n 
14). Instead, in every 2/ case, an injection of DiI of
a similar size to that in the wt cases reveals a “TZ”
characterized by a loose array of arborizations spread
in a fairly uniform density over an abnormally broad
extent of the A-P and L-M axes of the SC (Figures 6B
and 6C). Although the TZs observed in the 2/ mice
are large and diffuse, injections made at different D-V
positions in temporal retina result in a topographically
appropriate shift in the diffuse TZ along the L-M SC axis
(Figure 6C), indicating a coarse D-V topography.
Although our findings show that the 2/ mice have
a significant impairment in map remodeling, one aspect
of remodeling does occur to a substantial degree: in the
2/ mice, a sizable proportion of the initially over-
shooting axons are eliminated from posterior SC as in
Figure 3. Spontaneous Ca2 Transients in 2/ and Wild-Type wt mice. Qualitatively, the diffuse topographic organiza-
Retinas tion of the retinocollicular projection in the 2/ mice
(A) Fluorescence image of a wt RGC layer loaded with fura-2AM. roughly resembles the midphase of wt map develop-
(B) Time course of the F/F for each of the numbered, circled cells ment wherein arbors are biased for topographic posi-
in (A). In wt retinas, calcium transients occur periodically and are
tions but are more broadly distributed (compare Figurescorrelated between cells.
6B and 6C to Figure 4B).(C) Fluorescence images of a 2/ RGC layer loaded with fura-2AM.
To compare quantitatively the sizes of the retinal injec-(D) Traces of the F/F for each of the numbered, circled cells in (C).
In 2/ retinas, calcium transients are not substantially correlated tions and the TZs observed in wt and 2/ mice at
between cells and are of variable durations and intervals. P7–P9, we measured the percentage of the retina cov-
(E) The same retina as that imaged in (C) imaged with rhodamine ered by the injection site and used a “signal threshold”
optics to visualize fluorescent latex microspheres retrogradely analysis to determine the area of the SC that contained
transported from the SC. Cells containing microspheres are RGCs,
fluorescence labeling (see Experimental Procedures;cells that do not contain microspheres may or may not be RGCs.
Figure 7A). Since the signal threshold analysis excludes(F) Summary of the fraction of cells that have calcium transients for
unlabeled space between DiI-labeled arbors within theall cells in the RGC layer in wt retinas (black), 2/ retinas (gray),
and RGCs retrogradely labeled with microspheres in 2/ retinas SC, these data are an underestimate of the increase in
(white). Error bars show SD. Scale bar equals 25 m. coverage of the SC by the expanded TZs observed in
the 2/ mice. For P7–P9 wt mice (n  8), the average
retinal DiI injection covered 0.9%  0.2% of the surface
not shown), consistent with previous reports (Rossi et area of the retina and resulted in a densely labeled TZ
al., 2001). RGC density is also normal in the 2/ mice occupying an average of 1.4%  0.2% of the surface
at P8 (Bansal et al., 2000). area of the SC (Figure 7A). For 2/ mice at P7–P9 (n
In addition, we analyzed early (P1) and mid (P4) stages 6), the average injection covered 1.1%  0.3% of the
of development of the retinocollicular projection in 2/ retina and resulted in labeling covering 13.8% 1.7% of
mice and their wt littermates by making small focal injec- the SC (Figure 7A), about an 8-fold increase in coverage
tions of DiI into temporal retina, similar in size and place- compared to wt (corrected for the slight differences in
ment to those in the cases illustrated in Figure 4. At mean injection sizes). In addition, the two sets of cases
both stages, the basic features of retinocollicular map are entirely distinct, with no overlap between individual
development in 2/ mice resemble those in wt. In P1 wt and 2/ cases in TZ size for the range of injection
2/ mice (n 6), RGC axons overshoot their TZ along sizes used. These data show that although the retinal
the A-P axis and have a broad distribution along the injection sites for wt versus 2/mice are indistinguish-
L-M axis with a peak centered at the location of the able in size (p  0.6, Student’s unpaired t test), the
correct TZ (Figure 5A), as in wt (n 5). At P4, the retino- resulting TZs are significantly larger in 2/ mice (p 
collicular projection in 2/ mice (n  5; Figure 5B) is 0.01). These findings show that the development of
characterized by branching and arborization in a domain dense overlapping clusters of arbors from neighboring
much larger than, but surrounding, the TZ, as in their RGCs that characterize a TZ in wt mice requires nAChR-
wt littermates (n 5; Figure 4B). However, the projection mediated correlated retinal activity during the first post-
at P4 also appears to be topographically more coarse natal week.
in 2/ mice (Figure 5B) than in their wt littermates To complement the signal-threshold analysis, and to
(Figure 4B). This finding suggests that map remodeling assess whether remodeling along the A-P and L-M axes
is impaired 2/ mice as early as P4. may be differentially affected, we carried out two addi-
To assess map refinement in 2/ mice, we focused tional analyses of TZ coverage in wt and 2/ mice
(see Experimental Procedures for details). One analysis,on P8 mice, when the retinotopic map is normally re-
Neuron
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Figure 4. Normal Development of the Topographic Retinocollicular Map Requires Large-Scale Remodeling
Focal injection of the fluorescent lipophilic tracer DiI into temporal retina of wt mice labels RGC axons from a single retinal location. Shown
are fluorescence images of DiI-labeled RGC axons in wt SC at the ages indicated.
(A) At P1 RGC axons are dispersed across the entire lateral-medial (L-M) and anterior (arrowheads)-posterior (P) axes of the SC. Essentially
all RGC axons extend well posterior to the location of their future TZ (circle). Branches form de novo from the axon shaft in a distribution
biased for the A-P location of the future TZ. In addition, branches are directed toward their future TZ along the L-M axis.
(B) At P4 RGC axons with branches near the future TZ preferentially elaborate arbors. Note that many RGC axons have eliminated their initial
posterior overshoot.
(C) At P8, a dense focal TZ is labeled at the topographically appropriate location in the SC. The initial axon overshoot is eliminated and no
arbors persist outside the TZ. At P8 the retinocollicular map resembles its mature form. Scale bar equals 250 m.
using the ellipse fitting function of NIH Image software, than in wt. In summary, three independent measures of
“TZ” size corroborate one another and confirm that theindicates that the A-P and L-M extents of substantial
arborizations are significantly greater in 2/ mice than large-scale remodeling of the initially coarse retinocolli-
cular map in wt mice requires nAChR-mediated corre-in wt mice (p 0.01 for each axis). Using another analy-
sis, we confirm that both the A-P and L-M extents of lated retinal activity.
substantial arborizations are significantly greater in
2/ mice than in wt mice: in wt mice, the TZ covers Map Refinement Exhibits an Early Critical Period
Coincident with the Phase of nAChR-Mediateda slightly smaller percentage of the A-P axis of the SC
than of the L-M axis (A-P coverage of TZ, 11.3% 0.8%; Retinal Waves
An important issue is whether the action of correlatedL-M coverage of TZ, 16.1%  1.1%; p  0.01); in 2/
mice, the loose array of arbors that form the expanded activity in generating a refined retinotopic map is limited
to a critical period of early postnatal development. TheTZ covers a similar percentage of each axis (A-P axis,
56%  2.9%; L-M axis, 51.3%  3.5%; p  0.32). Thus, circuit that mediates retinal waves changes during nor-
mal postnatal development. During the first postnatalthe defective map remodeling in 2/ mice affects both
axes to a substantial degree. This latter analysis also week, spontaneous retinal waves are mediated by acti-
vation of nAChRs. At P10, activation of nAChRs is noshows that the TZ in 2/ mice is about 13-fold larger
Figure 5. Early Development of the Retino-
collicular Projection in 2/ Mice
Focal injection of DiI into temporal retina of
2/ mice labels RGC axons from a single
retinal location. Shown are fluorescence im-
ages of DiI-labeled RGC axons in 2/ SC
at the ages indicated.
(A) At P1, RGC axons are dispersed across
the entire lateral-medial (L-M) and anterior
(arrowheads)-posterior (P) axes of the SC as
in wt. Essentially all RGC axons extend well
posterior to the location of their future TZ
(circle), as in wt. Branches extend from the
axon shaft in a distribution slightly biased for
the topographically correct A-P location.
(B) At P4, few RGC axons have eliminated
their posterior overshoot in 2/ mice. In ad-
dition, branches that form at a relatively low
rate in mid-SC and posterior SC have not been eliminated (arrow), as they are in wt mice, resulting in a widespread projection covering much
of the SC. The inset in each panel is a tracing of the flat-mounted retina and injection site (black spot) for each case. Temporal is to the right
and dorsal is to the top for each retinal tracing. Scale bar equals 250 m.
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Figure 6. 2/ Mice Have Defective Topographic Remodeling of the Retinocollicular Projection
Fluorescence images of DiI-labeled RGC axons in SC of P8 wt (A) and 2/ (B and C) mice.
(A) Focal injection of DiI into temporal retina of a P7 wt mouse reveals a single, densely labeled TZ in anterior (arrowheads) SC at P8
characteristic of refined topographic organization of the mature retinocollicular projection.
(B and C) Focal DiI injections, similar in size to that in (A), into temporal retina of P7 2/ mice reveal at P8, TZs characterized by large
domains of loosely organized arborizations. The arborizations surround the appropriate topographic position but have not refined into a single
dense cluster characteristic of the TZ of wt mice at this age. Furthermore, many RGC axons persist in mid-SC with elaborate arbors (arrows).
The inset in each panel is a tracing of the flat-mounted retina and injection site (black spot) for each case. Temporal is to the right and dorsal
is to the top for each retinal tracing. L, lateral; M, medial; P, posterior. Scale bar equals 250 m.
longer requisite; rather, waves are mediated by activa- lated RGC activity and P19–P22 wt mice that experi-
enced both the early nAChR-mediated and the late iono-tion of ionotropic glutamate receptors (Bansal et al.,
2000). Therefore, 2/ mice are an excellent system for tropic glutamate receptor-mediated correlated activity.
As at P7–P9, in P19–P22 wt mice, every case hasaddressing whether activity-dependent refinement has
a critical period because the nAChR-mediated retinal a small, focal, densely labeled TZ at the appropriate
topographic position (n  5; Figures 8A and 8B). Inwaves coincident with the normal period of large-scale
map remodeling over the first postnatal week are absent, addition, as at P7–P9, in every P19–P22 2/ case (n
11), we observe an aberrantly large domain of RGC arbo-but a distinct set of retinal waves mediated by activation
of ionotropic glutamate receptors begins at P8, and pat- rizations surrounding the appropriate topographic posi-
tion, indicating that many if not all of the ectopic arbori-terned visual activity begins near the end of the second
postnatal week. As described above, we find that corre- zations observed in 2/ mice at P7–P9 are retained at
P19–P22 (Figures 8C and 8D). To compare quantitativelylated patterns of activity among neighboring RGCs is
similar at P10 in 2/ and wt mice, indicating that de- the sizes of the retinal injections sites and TZs observed
in wt and 2/ mice at P19–P22, we measured thespite the absence of waves during the first postnatal
week, a distance-dependent correlation in spiking pat- focal retinal DiI injections and used the signal-threshold
analysis to determine the overall coverage of fluores-terns mediated by ionotropic glutamate receptors in the
2/ mutants are indistinguishable from wt retinas at cence label in the SC, as described above (also see
Experimental Procedures). Retinal DiI injection sites atP10 (Figures 1 and 2; see Supplemental Movies S3 and
S4 at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/40/6/1147/ P19–P22 are similar in size in the retina of wt and 2/
mice (wt, 1.3% 0.1% of the retina, n 5; 2/, 1.3%DC1). In addition, the firing patterns induced during the
second postnatal week are very similar to those in the 0.2%, n  6; p  0.8), but as at P7–P9, the TZs are
significantly larger in 2/ mice than in wt at P19–P22first postnatal week in wt mice (Figure 1; Supplemental
Movies S1 and S4). (about 13-fold larger: wt, 0.9%  0.2% of the SC; 2/,
11.9%  0.4%; p  0.01) (Figure 7B). Again, as atTo address whether the onset of patterned activity at
the beginning of the second postnatal week results in P7–P9, the two sets of cases are entirely distinct with
no overlap between individual wt and 2/ cases in TZa delayed retinotopic remodeling, we analyzed the topo-
graphic organization of the retinocollicular projection size for the range of injection sizes used. The numerous
scattered arborizations that characterize the expandedin 2/ mice at the end of the third postnatal week
(P19–P22). Thus, these P19–P22 2/ mice lacked cor- aberrant TZ observed in 2/ mice appear more dense
and focused at P19–P22 than at P7–P9. These observa-related RGC activity during the first postnatal week when
the retinocollicular projection normally refines but did tions suggest a subtle refinement of RGC axon arboriza-
tions after the first postnatal week, although the de-experience correlated RGC activity over the second and
third postnatal weeks. We focused our analyses on crease in percentage coverage of the TZs between the
two age groups is not statistically significant in eithercases with a small injection of DiI into temporal retina
similar to those used in the analyses described above wt or 2/ mice (wt, P7–P9 versus P19–P22, p  0.16;
2/, P7–P9 versus P19–P22, p 0.31). The aberrantlyto enable a direct comparison of map organization to
that in P7–P9 2/ mice that never experienced corre- expanded domain of ectopic RGC arborizations persists
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critical period can be defined for this process. The mam-
malian retinocollicular projection requires a substantial
degree of remodeling to develop a precise retinotopic
map. In mice, this remodeling occurs over the first post-
natal week and transforms a topographically diffuse pro-
jection into a very precise map through the large-scale
elimination of overshooting portions of RGC axons that
had initially extended well past their correct TZ, as well
as the elimination of ectopic branches and arbors. This
large-scale remodeling occurs well before the onset of
visually evoked activity. However, the remodeling is co-
incident with a unique phenomenon of spontaneous reti-
nal waves that propagate across the retina in a stochas-
tic manner, generated by a network of cholinergic
amacrine cells that interconnect RGCs that express
nAChRs. These retinal waves generate correlated pat-
terns of spontaneous activity among neighboring RGCs.
To address whether retinal waves and correlated RGC
activity are required for retinotopic map remodeling, we
analyzed mice deficient for the 2 subunit of the nAChR,
a component required for propagating retinal waves
during the first postnatal week. Our findings show that
retinal waves and correlated RGC activity are required
for retinotopic map remodeling. In addition, our findings
demonstrate that the first postnatal week constitutes a
critical period during which this remodeling must occur.
This mouse model provides significant insight into the
respective roles of patterned activity and axon guidance
molecules in the development of a topographic map.
2/ Mice Lack Correlated Patterns
Figure 7. Termination Zones in 2/ Mice Are Significantly Larger of Spontaneous RGC Activity during the First
than in Wild-Type Mice
Postnatal Week and Exhibit Defective
Graphs represent the sizes of the retinal DiI injection sites (x axis)
Map Remodelingand percentage of the SC that contains above background fluores-
Even though 2/ mice lack retinal waves, we showcence due to DiI-labeled arborizations (y axis) for wt (plus signs)
that retinal neurons, including RGCs, retain a high leveland 2/ (circles) mice at P7–P9 (A) and P19–P22 (B). The average
for each data set is represented by the point with error bars (SEM). of activity in 2/ mice, but correlated activity among
At both P7–P9 and P19–P22 the injection sizes for wt and 2/ neighboring RGCs is substantially diminished. MEA re-
mice are overlapping populations and are not significantly different cordings of retinas from wt mice show that retinal neu-
(see text). However, every TZ observed in 2/ mice is substantially
rons spike in a propagating and temporally structuredlarger than every TZ observed in wt mice at both time points. The
manner and that strong correlations in activity betweencases illustrated in Figures 6 and 8 are indicated.
nearby retinal neurons decreases as a function of dis-
tance between them. In contrast, we find that in 2/
retinas, retinal neurons spike in a nonpropagating, tem-in 2/ mice greater than 4 months of age (n  4),
whereas wt mice of this age (n  2) have a small, focal porally disorganized manner. This disorganized spiking
in retinal neurons leads to substantially diminished cor-dense TZ (data not shown).
These findings show that 2/ mice retain an aber- relations in activity between nearby retinal neurons com-
pared to wt. Unlike in wt retina, then, in 2/ retina,rantly expanded domain of ectopic RGC arborizations
into adulthood that in coverage closely mirrors that ob- the relative retinotopic positions of RGCs cannot be
distinguished on the basis of their spontaneous firingserved at the end of the first postnatal week and rule
out a developmental delay in the refinement of the reti- patterns. Therefore, the 2/ mouse is an excellent
model to test selectively the role of strong nearest neigh-nocollicular projection in2/mice. Instead, these find-
ings indicate that large-scale remodeling of the retino- bor correlations in patterned RGC activity in the devel-
opment of a refined retinocollicular topographic map.collicular map has a critical period that coincides with
the phase of nAChR-mediated spontaneous retinal The topographic projection of RGC axons to mouse
SC is formed in four phases over the first postnatalwaves over the first postnatal week.
week: (1) RGC axons enter the SC with a very broad
distribution relative to their TZ along the L-M axis andDiscussion
overshoot their TZ along the A-P axis; these features
result in RGC axons arising from the same retinal loca-We have used the mouse retinocollicular projection as
a model to address the requirements of retinal waves tion initially covering much of the surface of the SC; (2)
RGC axons branch interstitially along their length withand near neighbor-correlated RGC activity in developing
a refined retinotopic map and to determine whether a a modest topographic bias for the correct location of
Retinotopic Mapping Requires Early Retinal Waves
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Figure 8. The Retinotopic Map in 2/ Mice
Fails to Remodel after Patterned Retinal Ac-
tivity Resumes, Indicating a Critical Period
Fluorescence images of DiI-labeled RGC ax-
ons in SC of P20 wt (A and B) and 2/ (C
and D) mice.
(A and B) Focal injection of DiI into temporal
retina of a P20 wt mouse reveals a single,
densely labeled TZ in anterior (arrowheads)
SC.
(B) A 100m thick sagittal section through the
SC shown in (A); anterior is at the arrowhead,
posterior (P) is to the right. A single densely
labeled TZ is evident in anterior SC with no
axons or branches in mid or posterior SC.
(C and D) Focal DiI injection, similar in size
to that shown in (A), into temporal retina of a
P20 2/ mouse. RGC axon arborizations
surround the appropriate topographic posi-
tion but have not refined into a single dense
cluster characteristic of the TZ of wt mice at
this age. In addition, axons, branches, and
arbors are found in aberrant, posterior loca-
tions (arrow).
(D) A 100 m thick sagittal section through the 2/ SC shown in (C). A loose array of arbors is evident in the topographically appropriate
anterior SC, although it covers a larger domain than the TZ does in a wt mouse with a similar sized injection at this age. RGC axons, branches,
and arbors are also aberrantly found in mid and posterior SC (arrows).
(C and D, insets) Tracing of the flat-mounted retina and injection site (black spot) for each case illustrated. Temporal is to the right and dorsal
is to the top of each retina. L, lateral; M, medial. Scale bar equals 250 m for (A) and (C) and 360 m for (B) and (D).
their future TZ; (3) these branches arborize in a region Although our findings show that 2/ mice have a
significant impairment in map remodeling, some fea-surrounding the TZ but considerably larger than its final
size; and (4) the initial exuberant projection is remodeled tures of retinotopic refinement are relatively intact. In
the 2/ mice, the great majority of overshooting axonthrough a large-scale elimination of overshooting axon
segments, as well as ectopic branches and arbors, to segments are eliminated from posterior SC, whereas
in wt mice, all overshooting RGC axon segments aregenerate a refined retinotopic map by the end of the
first postnatal week (Figure 9). eliminated. However, the distribution of RGC axons does
cover a greater extent of the A-P axis in the mutant, likelyIn contrast to the densely clustered RGC axon arbori-
zations that form the TZ labeled in wt mice at the end due to the establishment and maintenance of ectopic
arbors that sustain overshooting components of theof the first postnatal week, in 2/ mice the “TZ” is
characterized by a loose array of arborizations spread axon to the location of the ectopic arbor. Our findings
reveal the roles and limitations of axon guidance mole-at a fairly uniform density over an abnormally broad
extent of the A-P and L-M axes of the SC (Figure 9). cules in retinocollicular map development and show that
the map remodeling process depends upon nAChR-Although these aberrant TZs observed in 2/ mice
are large and diffuse, injections made at different D-V mediated correlated RGC activity that drives neigh-
boring RGCs to form tightly clustered axon arborizationspositions in temporal retina result in a topographically
appropriate shift along the L-M SC axis. Thus, although in the SC. Taken together, we conclude that graded
molecular guidance mechanisms, including Ephs andthe topographic map is very diffuse relative to wt mice
of a similar age, a coarse topography is evident (Figure ephrins, establish an initial coarse topographic order in
the retinocollicular projection, and that correlated pat-9). This finding indicates that topographic guidance mol-
ecules that set up the initial mapping of the D-V axis of terns of spontaneous activity among RGCs are required
to remodel the initially diffuse projection into a refinedthe retina along the L-M axis of the SC (for example,
the EphB family of receptors and their ephrin-B ligands retinotopic map.
We interpret the defective remodeling in the 2/[Hindges et al., 2002]) function in the absence of pat-
terned retinal activity in2/mice. A coarse topography mice to be due to the lack of early cholinergic retinal
waves and correlated spontaneous activity amongstis also evident along the A-P axis in 2/mice. Although
the arborizations of temporal axons cover a much RGCs. However, high-affinity [3H]epibatidine binding in-
plies the existence of 2-containing nAChRs in mousegreater extent of the A-P axis in the SC of 2/ mice
than in wt at the end of the first postnatal week, they SC (Marks et al., 2002), suggesting the possibility that
the defective map remodeling in 2/ mice may bedo not cover the entire A-P axis as they do earlier in
development in both wt and 2/ mice. This finding due in part to a loss of potential nAChR function at
retinocollicular synapses. However, such an effectindicates that topographic guidance molecules that set
up the initial mapping of the T-N axis of the retina along should be minimal, because all RGC axons are gluta-
matergic. In addition, chronic delivery to the rat SC ofthe A-P axis of the SC, for example, the EphA family of
receptors and their ephrin-A ligands (Frisen et al., 1998; dihydro--erythroidine, an nAChR antagonist with a high
affinity for 2-containing nAChRs and a greater degreeFeldheim et al., 2000; Brown et al., 2000), also function
in the absence of patterned retinal activity in 2/ mice. of specificity for 2-containing nAChRs than epibati-
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et al., 1992), or TTX injected into the rat eye to block all
RGC activity (D.K. Simon and D.D.M. O’Leary, 1990, Soc.
Neurosci., abstract) result in the abnormal retention of
a small proportion of overshooting RGC axons and ec-
topic branches and arbors. Although these studies were
performed in rats, map development in rats is indistin-
guishable from that in mice (Simon and O’Leary, 1992a,
1992b, 1992c; Hindges et al., 2002; present study).
Therefore, we conclude that the defective map remodel-
ing in 2/ mice is due primarily, if not entirely, to the
diminished correlation in spiking patterns between
neighboring RGCs.
Map Refinement Exhibits an Early Critical Period
Coincident with the Phase of nAChR-Mediated
Retinal Waves
During the first postnatal week, retinal waves are medi-
ated by a network of cholinergic amacrine cells and are
absent in 2/ mice. A distinct form of retinal waves
mediated by an ionotropic glutamate receptor-based
circuit appear at P8 in 2/ mice, a few days before
they are normally seen in wt retina (Bansal et al., 2000).
We show here using an MEA that correlated patterns of
activity among neighboring RGCs is similar at P10 in
2/ and wt mice, indicating that ionotropic glutamate
receptor-mediated correlated activity is intact and of
a normal nature in the 2/ mutants. Visually evoked
Figure 9. The 2 Subunit of the Neuronal Nicotinic Acetylcholine
activity emerges by P10 (Tian and Copenhagen, 2003)Receptor Is Required for Spontaneous, Correlated Waves of Retinal
and is patterned by the end of the second week whenActivity and Retinocollicular Map Remodeling during a Brief Criti-
the eyelids open. However, our quantitative analyses ofcal Period
the retinocollicular projection in 2/ mice at the endIn wt mice, spontaneous waves of activity, which require the 2
subunit of the nAChR, propagate across the retina until P12 (white of the third postnatal week and our qualitative analysis
spike trains inside red bar; nAChR). During this period, the critical of the projection in adult 2/ mice reveal that its topo-
events in topographic map formation occur. Initially, at P1, RGC graphic organization closely resembles the diffuse pro-
axons have extended well posterior to their future TZ but form topo-
jection observed at the end of the first postnatal weekgraphically appropriate branches. At P4, the initial RGC axon over-
and is characterized by an aberrantly broad distributionshoot has decreased and some branches form arbors in and around
of ectopic arborizations surrounding, but extending wellthe future site of the TZ. By P8, large-scale remodeling of the initially
diffuse projection is complete and a refined, dense TZ is evident beyond, the appropriate location for the TZ (Figure 9).
in the correct topographic position. At P19 the TZ is essentially Therefore, although these 2/ mice lack correlated
unchanged from its appearance at P8. At around P12, an ionotropic- RGC activity during the first postnatal week when the
glutamate receptor-mediated process (blue, Glu) emerges and is
retinocollicular projection normally undergoes a large-responsible for a second set of retinal waves. In addition, visually
scale remodeling, they do experience correlated RGCevoked activity begins around P10, and the eyes open at the end
activity over the second postnatal week and beyond yetof the second postnatal week, allowing for patterned visually evoked
RGC responses (green, Eye). fail to exhibit any significant map remodeling. These
In 2/ mice, the nAChR-dependent spontaneous retinal waves findings demonstrate that the large-scale remodeling of
are absent; spontaneous RGC activity persists but is not significantly the retinocollicular projection that leads to the develop-
correlated (white spike trains inside black bar). At P1 RGC axons
ment of a refined topographic map requires correlatedovershoot their TZ, as in wt, and form interstitial branches from the
RGC activity during an early brief critical period limitedaxon shaft. By P4 very little refinement has taken place, most RGC
to the first postnatal week. We conclude, then, that aaxons have not pruned their initial overshoot, and many branches
persist in aberrant locations. In 2/mice, the ionotropic-glutamate primary role for the early cholinergic-mediated retinal
receptor-mediated retinal waves begin at P8. However, at P8 in waves that occur during the first postnatal week in mice
2/ mice, the retinotopic map is topographically aberrant: dense is to drive, prior to the onset of visually evoked patterned
TZs have not formed; instead, the TZ is characterized by a large
activity, the correlated activity-dependent developmentdomain of loosely organized arborizations. Substantial topographic
of retinotopic mapping in the SC.remodeling of the retinocollicular map fails to occur by P19–P22 in
In the absence of nAChR-mediated waves during the2/ mice.
first postnatal week, 2/mice do not form eye-specific
layers in the dLGN and, in contrast to wt mice, projec-
tions from the two eyes remain overlapped (Rossi et al.,dine, over the entire period of postnatal map remodeling
(Simon and O’Leary, 1992a, 1992b, 1992c; Hindges et 2001; Muir-Robinson et al., 2002). However, after P8,
correlated RGC activity due to ionotropic glutamate re-al., 2002), has no observed effect on retinotopic refine-
ment (Simon et al., 1992). In contrast, the same group ceptor-mediated waves and visually evoked patterned
responses do drive the remodeling of RGC axons fromshowed that the NMDA receptor antagonists, AP5 and
MK801, applied in the same manner to the rat SC (Simon the two eyes into eye-specific patches, although in an
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aberrant distribution relative to wt (Muir-Robinson et mental mechanisms or later plasticity. Others have sug-
gested that the mechanisms for development ofal., 2002). Thus, the early nAChR-mediated waves are
patterned visual projections may be distinct from thoserequired to drive normal eye-specific layering of retino-
that mediate plasticity in these projections later in lifegeniculate projections, but the later correlated activity
(Crair et al., 2001).patterns are sufficient to drive the competitive interac-
A recent retrograde labeling study suggests that long-tions that lead to eye-specific segregation (Muir-Rob-
term blockade (6 weeks) of multiple receptor types, in-inson et al., 2002; Ruthazer et al., 2003). These findings
cluding nAChRs, locally in mature frog tectum destabi-differ from ours in that topographic map remodeling in
lizes the refined retinotopic map and generates a morethe retinocollicular projection fails to occur in the 2/
coarse RGC projection (Yu et al., 2003), presumably bymice even after the onset of correlated patterns of RGC
inhibiting release of glutamate at retinotectal synapsesactivity at the beginning of the second postnatal week.
(Edwards and Cline, 1999; Butt et al., 2000). Although
this is a distinct phenomenon from that of develop-Relationship to Previous Studies of the Role
mental map remodeling that we are studying, this findingof Activity in Retinotopic Map Refinement
indicates a role for activity in maintaining a stable retino-A handful of previous studies used pharmacological
topic map throughout the life of animals such as frogsblockade of neural activity to address its role in retino-
that, because of disparate continued growth of the retinatopic map refinement during development in newts/axo-
and tectum, require constant remodeling of the retino-lotls (Harris, 1980, 1984), zebrafish (Stuermer et al.,
tectal projection.1990), and frog (O’Rourke et al., 1994) but found no
The early retinotectal projection in chicks and rats issignificant changes in the organization of the retinotopic
substantially more topographically diffuse than in am-map. In contrast, Gnuegge et al. (2001) used a zebrafish
phibians and fish. In both chick and rat, pharmacologicalmutant, macho, which exhibits a downregulation of
activity blockade prevents the elimination of only a veryfunctional voltage-gated sodium channels in RGCs be-
small proportion of overshooting RGC axon segmentsginning at 5 days postfertilization (dpf), resulting in RGCs
and aberrant branches and arbors (Kobayashi et al.,lacking action potentials. Analysis of macho reveals en-
1990; Simon et al., 1992). Even under these activitylarged RGC arbors in the tectum at 6 dpf but not earlier.
blockades, a normal appearing, dense TZ forms at theConsistent with this result, in wt zebrafish treated with
topographically correct location over the same timeTTX between 2 and 4 dpf and analyzed 2 days later,
frame as in untreated animals, and the elimination of theenlarged arbors as observed in macho are seen at 6 dpf
great majority of overshooting RGC axons and ectopicbut not 4 dpf (Gnuegge et al., 2001). In addition, Schmidt
arbors also occurs.et al. (2000) have reported that MK801, but not AP5,
Among the important distinctions between our studiestreatment of zebrafish to block NMDA receptors during
using the 2/ mouse and all previous studies thatdevelopment results in enlarged retinal arbors in the
have addressed the role of activity in retinotopic maptectum. Their findings suggest that NMDA blockade in
refinement is that previous studies either blocked alltectum randomizes the elimination of branches but does
RGC activity or blocked synaptic transmission between
not affect their formation, resulting in enlarged arbors.
the retina and OT/SC. Therefore, these studies did not
Although these analyses do not test the role of corre-
test the requirement for correlated action potentials
lated RGC activity, the authors conclude that RGC activ-
among neighboring RGCs induced by retinal waves. In
ity is necessary for stabilization of the retinotopic map addition, these other studies have the added potential
in zebrafish tectum. Analysis of a mouse deficient in for secondary consequences on the visual system due
calcium-stimulated adenylate cyclase 1 suggests that to the method of drug delivery and uncertainties about
this process of map stabilization involves an activity- the completeness of the activity blockade and specifici-
dependent modulation of a cAMP signaling cascade ties of the pharmacological reagents. Further, neural
(Ravary et al., 2003). activity is also known to regulate gene expression and
Goldfish reared for 1.5 to 2 years under strobe-light neural maturation, as well as maintaining cell homeosta-
conditions, which synchronizes the firing patterns of sis; therefore, the types of activity blockade used in
RGC axons, also have enlarged retinal arbors in the previous studies of map remodeling could have nonspe-
tectum (Schmidt and Buzzard, 1993). Although this cific effects on these features. For example, recent stud-
study is consistent with a role for correlated RGC activity ies suggest that a proper rate of growth by RGC axons
in controlling the resolution of the retinotopic map, be- requires spontaneous electrical activity that resembles
cause of species-specific differences in retinotectal de- physiological levels (Goldberg et al., 2002). In addition,
velopment and remodeling (McLaughlin et al., 2003a) neural activity and cAMP elevation in RGCs results in a
and other issues, it is difficult to relate this result to our rapid translocation of the neurotrophin receptor trkB
findings. For example, it is not clear whether the arbor from intracellular stores to the plasma membrane (Meyer-
enlargement is due to reduced arbor refinement or en- Franke et al., 1998). Neurotrophin expression and re-
hanced arbor growth. The latter possibility is plausible lease, including BDNF in the visual system, can be en-
since the strobe treatments likely increase overall RGC hanced by elevated neural activity and diminished by
firing, and increased activity increases BDNF expression depressed neural activity (Zafra et al., 1990, 1992; Balko-
in the visual system (see Discussion below), and in- wiec and Katz, 2000; Lein and Shatz, 2000; West et al.,
creased BDNF produces enlarged arbors (Cohen-Cory 2001; Tao et al., 2002). BDNF and trkB are of particular
and Fraser, 1995; Cohen-Cory, 1999; Alsina et al., 2001). relevance to retinotopic map refinement since increases
In addition, given the lengthy period of the strobe treat- or decreases in BDNF in frog tectum enlarge or reduce
RGC arbors, respectively (Cohen-Cory and Fraser, 1995;ment, it is not clear whether this is a study of develop-
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fura-2AM in 50 l of 2% (w/v) pluronic acid in DMSO placed intoCohen-Cory, 1999; Alsina et al., 2001). A recent study
5 ml ACSF) in an oxygenated chamber at 30	C for 2 hr. Images werehas also reported an activity-dependent mRNA splicing
acquired with a cooled CCD camera (Orca ER, Hamamatsu) throughthat controls the export of NMDA receptor subunits from
a 40
 water immersion objective (Neofluor, Zeiss) using shuttered
the endoplasmic reticulum to postsynaptic densities 380 nm illumination (DG4, Sutter Instruments) at 1 frame/s with a
(Mu et al., 2003). This feature is also of particular rele- 300 ms exposure. Regions of interest (ROIs) were defined for the
soma of every discernible neuron. RGCs were retrogradely labeledvance to retinotopic map development because the
by injection of fluorescent latex microspheres (Lumafluor) into theNMDA receptor acts as a postsynaptic detector of corre-
SC of anesthetized P3 mice. One day (16–24 hr) later, the mice werelated activity for RGCs (Debski and Cline, 2002; Ruthazer
utilized for optical recording. ROIs were defined for RGCs in theet al., 2003).
retrogradely labeled retinas via the presence of a cluster of fluores-
Thus, activity blockade can lead to changes in gene cent latex microspheres. Fractional changes in average fluores-
expression and protein distribution and release that can cence intensity (F/F) were computed for each ROI and corrected
for bleaching.have significant effects on neuronal viability, maturation,
and axonal connections independent of a direct effect
Multielectrode Array Recordings and Analysisof neural activity per se. Although genetically altered
Retina pieces mounted on filter paper were placed RGC side downmice are also susceptible to caveats, we show that the
onto a flat, 480 m diameter hexagonal array of 61 extracellular
majority of RGCs maintain spontaneous spiking during electrodes spaced 60 m apart. During recording, the retina was
the first postnatal week in 2/ mice at an overall level continuously perfused with oxygenated ACSF with the bath temper-
similar to that in wt retina, and subsequent to that the ature at 32	C–35	C.
Spike times, peaks, and widths were digitized with a temporal2/ mice develop normal ionotropic glutamate recep-
resolution of 0.05 ms (Meister et al., 1994). Spikes were manuallytor-mediated RGC activity patterns. Therefore, caveats
segregated into single units by selecting distinct clusters in scatterrelated to activity blockade should be minimal in the
plots of spike height and width recorded on each electrode (Meister
2/ mice compared to the previous studies. In addi- et al., 1994) and verifying the presence of a refractory period in
tion, many relevant features in the2/mice are normal, the spike trains from each cluster. Spikes recorded on multiple
including RGC density, stratification and distribution of electrodes were identified by temporal coincidence; only spikes
from the electrode with the most clearly defined cluster were furtherChAT and VAChT immunopositive cells (Bansal et al.,
analyzed. Between 10 and 65 unique units were identified from each2000), visual acuity in the retina (Rossi et al., 2001),
retina piece. Cells were considered to be at the position of theRGC axon pathfinding, and early development of the
electrode on which they were recorded.
retinocollicular projection, as well as histological fea- We computed three measures of the spiking properties of retinal
tures of the SC (present study). neurons for each single unit recorded. (1) The median interspike
interval in a spike train was taken as the average firing rate. (2) The
average number of action potentials was calculated by summingConclusions
the total number of action potentials and dividing by the length ofHere we have demonstrated that nAChR-mediated reti-
the recording. (3) Correlation index was calculated as described in
nal waves are required for normal refinement of retino- Wong et al. (1993). Briefly, the number of spikes from neuron A that
topic maps during an early critical period. Based on this occurred within 100 ms of a spike in neuron B divided by the
conclusion, we hypothesize that a crucial feature of axon number of spike pairs that would have occurred by random chance.
guidance molecules that govern the development of the
Correlation Index 
NAB(0.1 s, 0.1 s) · T
NA(0,T) · NB(0,T) · (0.2 s)
initial retinotopic map is to ensure that sufficient RGC
connections are made near the topographically correct
NAB  number of spike pairs from neurons A and B for whichlocation to allow correlated patterns of RGC spiking to
neuron B fires within 100 ms of neuron A; T  the total recordingpromote stabilization and colocalization of arbors from
time; NA(0,T) total number of spikes in neuron A; NB(0,T) total numberneighboring RGCs that results in the large-scale remod-
of spikes in neuron B.
eling seen in wt mice. The coarse retinocollicular map Since firing rates were often very different between both neurons
that we observe in the 2/ mice is the best that topo- in a pair, the correlation index was calculated using both NAB and
graphic guidance molecules can develop when left to NBA. For statistical analysis (IgorPro, Wavemetrics, Inc.), units from
each recorded age (P4–P5 and P10–P11) and condition (wt andtheir own devices. However, this proves to be sufficient
2/) were grouped and unpaired Student’s t test were performed.when partnered with correlated patterned activity during
an early postnatal critical period, and together these
Anterograde RGC Axon Labeling and Quantificationdistinct mechanisms cooperate to generate a refined
Anterograde labeling was performed essentially as previously de-
retinotopic map. scribed (Simon and O’Leary, 1992a). A discrete, focal injection of a
10% DiI solution (Molecular Probes) in DMF was made into the
Experimental Procedures retina. One day (14–24 hr) after injection, whole-mounts of the dorsal
midbrain, including the SC, were prepared from transcardially per-
Acute Retina Preparation fused animals and imaged prior to knowledge of genotype. Retinas
Wild-type and 2/ mice (P4–P11) were anesthetized with isofluor- were flat-mounted and examined to confirm that all labeled RGC
ane and decapitated. Retinas were isolated in cold (4	C) artificial axons originated from the single injection site. Injection sizes, retina
cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) containing (in mM): 119 NaCl, 26.2 sizes, TZ sizes, and SC sizes were quantified using Adobe Pho-
NaHCO3, 11 glucose, 2.5 KCl, 1.0 KH2PO4, 2.5 CaCl2, and 1.3 MgCl2. toshop software to analyze digital images taken with a Zeiss LSM510
Retinas were cut into thirds, mounted RGC side up on filter paper, confocal microscope or a Retiga EX (QImaging) digital camera.
and kept at 32	C in ACSF bubbled with 95% O2/5% CO2 until use (1–6 Cases quantified had similar background and DiI labeling efficacy.
hr). During experiments, preparations were superfused continuously For injection size quantification, the number of pixels exceeding 5
with oxygenated ACSF warmed to 32	C. times the background luminosity value of unlabeled retinal tissue
was divided by the total number of pixels representing the entire
neural retina and expressed as a percentage. All retinal analysesOptical Recording
As previously described (Bansal et al., 2000), retinal whole-mounts were performed blind to genotype. TZ sizes were determined simi-
larly using a threshold of 1.5 times (for P7–P9) or 1.2 times (forwere incubated with 10 M fura-2AM (Molecular Probes) (50 g
Retinotopic Mapping Requires Early Retinal Waves
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P19–P22) the background luminosity of unlabeled SC divided by the nance columns in the absence of retinal input. Nat. Neurosci. 2,
1125–1130.number of pixels representing the SC. Pixels that met the luminosity
threshold but were clearly not due to DiI (such as autofluorescent Crowley, J.C., and Katz, L.C. (2000). Early development of ocular
debris) were removed prior to analysis. This pixel measurement dominance columns. Science 290, 1321–1324.
accounts for space occupied by axons and arbors and does not
Demas, J., Eglen, S.J., and Wong, R.O. (2003). Developmental loss
account for total surface area covered. The extent of TZ expansion
of synchronous spontaneous activity in the mouse retina is indepen-
along the A-P and L-M axes was measured with two methods. NIH
dent of visual experience. J. Neurosci. 23, 2851–2860.
Image ellipse fitting analysis was used for the measurement of the
Debski, E.A., and Cline, H.T. (2002). Activity-dependent mapping inmajor and minor axes and each measurement assigned to the proper
the retinotectal projection. Curr. Opin. Neurobiol. 12, 93–99.SC axis. For the analysis of the linear extent of the TZs along the
A-P and L-M axes, the most lateral, medial, anterior, and posterior Edwards, J.A., and Cline, H.T. (1999). Light-induced calcium influx
pixels on the thresholded images were marked, measured, and com- into retinal axons is regulated by presynaptic nicotinic acetylcholine
pared to the most lateral, medial, anterior, and posterior borders of receptor activity in vivo. J. Neurophysiol. 81, 895–907.
the SC to obtain a percentage of each axis covered by the TZ. The Feldheim, D.A., Kim, Y.I., Bergemann, A.D., Frisen, J., Barbacid, M.,
same thresholded images were used for all analyses reported. and Flanagan, J.G. (2000). Genetic analysis of ephrin-A2 and ephrin-
A5 shows their requirement in multiple aspects of retinocollicular
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